
A CASE STUDY

What Business Are 
You Really In?
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Remember the Railroads

CASE STUDY: MESSAGE

Skip this paragraph if you’ve heard the anecdote about railroads. You know, the one where 
many years ago, railroad companies myopically focused on their product rather than their 
customer. Failing to identify emerging trends, they continued to think of themselves as 
railroad rather than transportation businesses. It wasn’t a good time.

Good thing you read that paragraph, because it’s 
something you should be thinking about to ensure 
that your company won’t get similarly derailed in 
your quest to maintain and attract new buyers.

The answer may seem obvious, as obvious as it likely was to firms like Kodak — which 
believed it was in the film business — until it found itself barely in any business as it 
went bankrupt.

Are You Sure You’re Competing in 
the Right Category? Are You Sure 
You’re Sure?

Ask yourself: 

What business am I in? 

What’s my category?
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You get it by now. Correctly defining your category is critical to succeeding in the market. 
Maybe you’re currently right where you belong. Maybe not. You won’t know until you 
diligently dissect your own brand and those of your competitors, and examine a host of other 
variables and trends.

Often, businesses discover that they haven’t necessarily misidentified their category so much 
as they have the potential to move into a new one. That is, they thought they were one type 
of company but realized they could forge a new identity as another type of company simply 
by sliding into a fresh category.

CASE STUDY: MESSAGE

Here’s an example of how we 
worked with a client to help them 

break out of one category to 
successfully thrive in a new one.
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An employee rewards and recognition 
company was eager to leverage The Starr 
Conspiracy’s predictions that buyer needs 
would shift from single-solution providers 
to more comprehensive employee 
engagement platforms. So the vendor 
engaged us to help with branding itself to 
fit into the emerging employee 
engagement category.

Having focused exclusively on rewards 
and recognition for years, the company 
now sought to include talent management, 
wellness, and measurement in one 
integrated platform. Consequently, the 
business faced a double challenge:

• How would they logistically and 
technologically develop their 
new platform? 

• And how should they rebrand 
themselves within their 
new market?

This wasn’t just a chance for the 

vendor to redefine itself. It was a 

prime opportunity to enter and help 

define an entire category.

To do so, the company knew it would 
have to come out swinging with a strong 
identity. And not just to engage buyers. 
It needed to develop a clear sense of its 
personality to foster internal alignment to 
drive development of its new platform.

A New Frontier
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THE PROBLEM
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HERE’S WHAT WE DID:

To help the organization claim its position in the vanguard of its new category, as with all 
projects we conduct, The Starr Conspiracy took the company through our Honeycomb 
Process. It’s a vital journey to help the enterprise discover their Drive,1 develop impactful 
messages, understand their new category, and engage with radical buyers — those who 
share the organization’s passion.

Take a Step That Is New

CASE STUDY: MESSAGE

THE SOLVE

1  A company’s Drive consists of the internal factors that define a client’s voice. Those factors include: obsession 
(core desire), gifts, traps, fears, legacy (goal), and archetype.
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Strategy: The company faced heavy 
competition from bigger giants in the rewards 
and recognition field, so The Starr Conspiracy 
developed a bold plan to enable the vendor 
to take advantage of its smaller size. As the 
employee engagement market began to 
emerge, the organization leapfrogged past 
their rivals through a window of opportunity 
that had just cracked open for a company 
limber enough to enter the new field.

Research: The Starr Conspiracy conducted 
extensive internal and external stakeholder 
interviews, as well as a competitive analysis. 
We really dug into the culture to help develop 
a compelling vision.

Development: The Starr Conspiracy identified 
a range of characteristics and variables to 
improve the organization’s perception of 
themselves, their category, and their 
buyers, including:

• Drive Variables: Defining who the company is

• Message Variables: Detailing what the 
company does (see below for more details)

• Functional Associations: Primary features the 
business wants to be known for

• Brand Attributes: Main characteristics of 
the brand

• Brand Archetype: Overarching personality

Notably, the company’s former category of 
rewards and recognition — along with talent 
management, wellness, and measurement 
— now became the organization’s functional 
associations. This enabled the company to 
claim its space in the upgraded employee 
engagement category.

Validation: The Starr Conspiracy validated the 
project with client’s board of directors.

Activation: The Starr Conspiracy produced 
message guides for internal and ongoing 
message development.

Measurement: The Starr Conspiracy engages 
in continued measurement studies to bolster 
brand awareness, functional association, and 
brand affinity.
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As a result of going through our Honeycomb 
Process, the company was able to morph 
effectively from a rewards and recognition 
service provider to a significant employee 
engagement player. It was now positioned to 
address growing buyer demands, while other 
competitors that lacked foresight struggled to 
catch up.

Additionally, the organization gained 
alignment among employees, prospects (the 
market), and clients around the company’s 
Drive. A unified voice around core messages 
further helped the organization and its radical 
buyers engage with each other. Specifically, 
the business rallied around its 

Message Variables:

Radical Buyer: The company identified their most 
valuable, passionate audience, enabling them 
to connect with those buyers more effectively. 
Indeed, many buyers had already been craving 
a solitary employee engagement platform, so the 
organization was able to connect with them at just 
the right time.

Category: The enterprise gained a greater 
understanding of the new sandbox they played in, 
so they could better focus their  
business efforts.

Essential Value: The organization discovered how 
to use its voice to convey value as a pioneer in 
its category.

Competition: The company identified where their 
new competitors existed in the market — and how 
to surpass them. Best of all, the company was able 
to vault over their former competitors to stake a 
significant claim in a growing category.

Choice Factor: The organization gained clarity 
on why buyers would choose them over their 
competitors — namely because the enterprise 
was now able to connect the dots more holistically 
between essential employee engagement functions.

Functional Associations: Speaking of functions, 
the company was still able to tout their expertise 
in rewards and recognition — only now they could 
integrate a range of other capabilities to 
entice buyers.

Ultimately, the company proved themselves 
unafraid to make significant changes to their 
business to infiltrate an emerging market. They 
leveraged a clear understanding of trends to 
revamp themselves at the right moment. As 
a result, they emerged with a new passion, a 
new voice, and new capabilities to continue 
adapting to market forces. And well, let’s cut to 
the chase: Quite simply, they outsmarted 
their competitors.

A great success story, right? Let’s discuss 
creating one of your own.

A New Identity
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THE RESULT
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About The Starr Conspiracy

The Starr Conspiracy embraces the humanity in business to build brands that have emotional resonance. 

More than a global business-to-business marketing agency, we’re a movement. We’re changing the way 

technology companies view themselves, their customers, and the world. Unlike conventional agencies, 

we fuse advertising, technology, and advisory services in completely new ways — ways that defy 

categorization and challenge the old-school agency structure.

Don’t Be That Railroad Company

What About Your Category?

One-hundred years after the railroad debacle, the lessons are clear: To succeed in business, 
you need to know what business you’re in. More important, you need to know what business 
you should be in.

We’d be happy to help you figure it all out. We’d love to have a conversation about your 
marketing needs and how we can work together to help you find your unique place in the 
market to attract buyers.

LET’S TALK
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http://secrets.thestarrconspiracy.com/lets-talk-category-problem

